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“What is that?” The envoy frowned slightly, staring at one person and
one cloud in the sky, a little stunned for a moment.

Pei Shiyuan and others also noticed the situation in mid-air, and they
were obviously stunned.

I thought about all the possibilities, I didn’t expect that someone would
take the initiative to send it to the door at this time, and what was even
more unexpected was that this guy not only came by himself, but also
brought a big cloud with him.

are you crazy?

“Eleventh Lord, that’s the kid, that’s the kid.” Almost at the same time,
a man in black, a healthier figure, jumped out, pointing his finger in the
air and shouting with excitement.

Hearing this, Pei Shiyuan frowned: “Mangniu, can you admit your
mistake?”

“Eleventh Lord, even if that kid turns to ashes, Mangniu will never
admit his mistake. He is the human kid I met that day. “Who else can
the excited person be besides him? !

Hear confirmation Mang cattle, Pei Y. eyes surprised: “Damn it, this
kid really fuck with a seed, we chase him then, He is easy, even dare
to take the initiative right at your fingertips?”

Envoy fiercely eye, a slight Shrink, I have to admit that even he didn’t
expect that George Han, a kid, would actually operate in the opposite
direction, and turned to him.

“Everyone, shrink the line of defense and take this kid for me.” Pei
Shiyuan gave a cold voice, and he would personally lead the team to
rush on the spot.



After all, this kid didn’t suffer a lot from the special envoy during his
operation. Today’s new hatred and old hatred were reported together.

However, when he was about to move, he was directly stopped by the
special envoy. The special envoy snorted: “What are you anxious?”

“The kid who dares to attack hastily, will he be unprepared? Those
who are reckless have to meet the enemy, you and that What’s the
difference between the King of Youming?”

Hearing this, Pei Shiyuan was unwilling to hear this, but looking back
at Pei Lan, he saw that he also shook his head at himself, sinking his
heart for a moment, and seemed to feel that he was a little bit
self-conscious. Reckless.

No matter how wasteful this guy is in Mang Niu’s mouth, one thing he
didn’t think about was that he was the one who killed the King of You
Ming.

Therefore, he must have strange tricks, and he should take more
precautions in normal times. What’s more, at this time, George Han is
still actively attacking?

The envoy was right, there must be a conspiracy.

“The order goes on, all the ministries are on standby, and the rest of
the generals, follow me to catch this little thief.” After the words fell,
Pei Shiyuan suddenly drank, and flew directly toward the sky.

“Yes.” shouted in unison.

Several elites including Mangniu and Pei Lan followed him, a group of
nine people, in a conical shape, headed by Pei Shiyuan, blocking the
air.

At the same time, all the ministries underneath also opened their
positions, staring into the air with stern eyes.

Pei Shiyuan was stiff, and he drank: “Boy, there is a way to heaven,
you don’t go, there is no way to hell…”

“Come to your mother, get out!”



Only half of the words, Pei Shiyuan just felt away from him. At some
distance, George Han, instead of stopping to confront him as he
imagined, he suddenly accelerated towards him.

Only an afterimage remained in place, and in the next second, a black
shadow had directly penetrated him, rushing directly behind him
directly under his eyelids.

“Fuck.” Pei Shane was so angry that he clenched his fist, and his
whole body was extremely depressed.

In front of the generals, in front of the envoy, I originally wanted to
come up and show off his power and give a good shock, but
unexpectedly, the other party not only did not follow the routine, but
also passed directly by his side.

Who can’t bear it!

“Stop him for me!” Pei Shiyuan shouted angrily, then turned around,
and chased him in the lead.

The eight people behind him also quickly contracted from the cone,
and while quickly surrounding George Han, eight attacks were also
about to be launched.

George Han didn’t intend to fight against each other at all, dragging
the cloud behind him to dodge quickly, just escaping.

“Huh, the speed is quite fast.” Pei Shiyuan laughed coldly, and in the
next second there was a fierce light in his eyes: “But, do you think Lao
Tzu is a vegetarian?” As

soon as the words fell, Pei Shiyuan’s figure suddenly radiated. After
that, a streamer turned out to chase George Han.

“Chasing!” On the ground, Pei Jin didn’t dare to hold big, hurriedly
greeted the 27 remaining men and chased them in the direction of the
two.

The envoy slightly looked at the two people who were approaching
quickly in the air and the eight people who were barely following
behind him, and the eyes of the fierce light shrank slightly.



In the next second, when his figure appeared, he was already in front
of the twenty-seven men who were pursuing him hundreds of times
away.

Its actions are like jumping in space.

And at this time, when George Han was speeding up to flee, he
suddenly saw a dark figure suddenly appearing beside him…
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George Han frowned slightly and looked back. At this moment, who
besides Pei Shiyuan could be the dark shadow beside him?

Although George Han was indeed dragged down by the clouds
carrying three people behind him, his speed had dropped to more
than half, but as the saying goes, a lean camel is also bigger than a
horse.

Therefore, even at this time, the speed of George Han is absolutely
beyond the reach of most people.

But what George Han could not think of was that, just like that, Pei
Shiyuan actually caught up and kept moving forward with him at a
constant speed.

Thinking of this, George Han looked at Pei Shiyuan in his eyes, and
he couldn’t help feeling a bit of appreciation and surprise.

Pei Shiyuan chuckled coldly: “Smelly boy, I thought you could have
any weird tricks, but the result was to play this trick. Yes, you continue
to run, I see how far you can run.”

George Han smiled slightly, and accelerated again. Directly
surpassed Pei Shiyuan and opened up several positions.

Pei Shiyuan was not in a hurry, and smiled indifferently. It was also an
acceleration and directly caught up with George Han.

Looking at George Han, Pei Shiyuan who was catching up with him
coldly disdained: “You keep running.”



George Han smiled bitterly, “I really want to keep chasing you
forever?”

“Hehe, not only want to chase you, I have to do well.” It’s nothing
more than killing the underground bug. Faced with our chase, you
dare to hide everywhere. It’s simply unforgivable.” Pei Shiyuan
sneered.

George Han didn’t speak, and looked behind him, and smiled bitterly:
“I’m afraid it won’t be good for you to chase it down? Your eight
subordinates have been moved a little apart, and your tens of
thousands of subordinates are even farther away from us. It’s so far
away. You are not afraid that I will be annoying you and will kill you?”

“I will kill you?” Hearing this, Pei Shiyuan almost didn’t laugh.

If first George Han took the initiative to send it to the door, Pei Lan
and the special envoy really made him worry about whether George
Han had any weird tricks, then now, he has no such worries at all.

Obviously, George Han’s strange trick was to kill them by surprise,
and the purpose was just to highlight the encirclement.

George Han’s reluctance to even fight against each other is the best
proof of this problem.

Therefore, even if he didn’t know how the insects were killed by this
creature, Pei Shiyuan believed that this creature was indeed just like
what the bull had said, and had no power at all.

What my most trusted brother said, sure enough, I would never lie to
myself.

George Han threatened himself to kill him at this moment. What else
could he do besides making himself scornful?

“Just rely on you, a little thief who can only run away?” Pei Shiyuan
smiled disdainfully, looking at George Han’s “small body” is full of
ridicule.

In their tribe, George Han’s body is not qualified even if he is used as
a slave.



“I just need to move a little bit, and you can break your little
monkey-like hand. Do you dare to

speak wildly with Laozi?” George Han shook his head helplessly,
even without ignoring the fool and straightforward. Continue to move
forward, although this guy looks like five big and three rough, but in
fact his mind is so simple.

Sure enough, heaven is fair, and if there is something superior to
others, there must be something lacking in others.

“Fuck, what’s the matter, stop talking?” Seeing George Han not
talking, Pei Shiyuan’s aura suddenly became stronger: “Smelly boy,
are you afraid?”

George Han shook his head helplessly: “Afraid? I’m really scared. I’m
really afraid that I can’t help but punch you to death.”

Hearing the first half of George Han, Pei Shiyuan was a little happy at
first, which is of course natural, but when he heard the second half,
Pei Shiyuan said this. This kind of ruma drank blood, and the irritable
person walked away completely on the spot, but angered: “What the
fuck are you talking about?”

“Are you deaf?” George Han was not afraid at all, and even looked at
Pei Shiyuan impatiently.

“Damn, you have a fucking kind of stop for Lao Tzu, Lao Tzu won’t
break your neck, I’m not a man.” Pei Shiyuan roared angrily.

At this time, he was completely irritable and furious, so the mere
juniors would dare to talk to him like this? !

“Okay, then I’ll stop.” Suddenly, George Han really stopped in the air
and stopped in midair..
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